Megaphone
Ladies and Gentlemen, the mega make!
What you will need:
• Cardboard tube x2
• Tissue paper
• Elastic band
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• Scissors
• Newspaper
• Glue

• Water
• Bowl
• Paint

Take a cardboard tube and put some very thin paper or
tissue paper on the end and fix it in place with an elastic band.
Attach it onto a thin piece of cardboard and roll it into a cone
shape.
When the top edge reaches the flat part of the cardboard,
mark the point where it joins, as well as a straight line across
the cone shape itself.
Ask a grown-up to help you cut along the lines so that you end
up with a fan shape.
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Wrap the tube up again. This is the end you’ll speak through.
Then tape it securely so it doesn’t come undone.
Next, take some thick cardboard and draw around the big
circle. Draw another circle inside so it forms a ring shape.
With the help of a grown-up, cut out the middle part.
Attach the ring to the wide circle with tape – this is the end
where the sound comes out. REALLY, REALLY LOUD!
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To make the speaker handle, take a cardboard tube and cut it
down to size.
Then cut it lengthwise and roll it up to make it tighter, and
tape it up so it’s nice and secure.
Tape it onto one side of the megaphone so you can get a good hold
of it. Use all the tape you need to make sure it’s on really firmly.
Try talking through the end you just created - your voice will
come out big and strong!
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It’s almost finished – just have to make it stronger so it copes
with being bashed about a bit!
To make it stronger, cover it with strips of newspaper and Art
Attack paste - which is half water and half glue.
Cover the edges of the cardboard well, including all the joins,
so your megaphone will be able to cope with your REALLY
LOUD VOICE!
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Once it’s dry, you can start to draw on the details. You can put
anything you want on yours, from animal prints to stars, or
hearts or spots or whatever.
As it’s a tiger megaphone, some parts will be in orange, other
parts in black. Remember, you are the artist, so you can
choose whatever colours you want.
Make your own Art Attack megaphones – make sure your
voice is heard without the need to shout!
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